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XXXX             then  I dont no
           
                                            the river

                      shaking the sac
                 yes this year was bridges in my 
brain was black waters dripping through open cracks inside my skull was rusting metal twanging when I strip it
                            water
              the weather   
                the flakes of dead flesh still

            and with me always        
          we understand
              we understand

      XXXXXX
your bodyyyyyyy               ribhole

    broken sun       
            XXXXXXXXXXXX

             

   break       black fin                       the page full of eyes
         
   
             I have no body
          the finger
                your eyeball
                  I am trying to find your body still

                     my dreams come in through the vent
the floor                   the sound the eye
                the lens fogging when you
enter it           when you enter the freezer with the walls of meat with the interlocking fingers the bri
the sound the smell the             the bridges of flesh erect with wings of birds coming through the sno
the fluid dripping from the open cracks              the room with the bodies in hull
in currents in sounds of the air winding through the ducts the steel wool wrapping your neck and the skin turns
blue and bruises at the               the sound the dull pang th
door when it opens and creaks the weave of fingers the weave of bones of a rat dead in the corner who ate the nai
                   you were pregnant
          your baby all winter shaking the sac
the transluscent egg the
brain was black waters
                    gray water gray w
              the dead all around me the dead in the hollow the dead all around me the dead in th
e hollow the dead all around me the dead in the hollow in the hole in a bottle shaking the flakes of dead flesh still
                    open veins and th
                     fragrant body the
           and with me always and in the water when Iook in the stream and she is
staring back at me always it’s          like this everytime with the yellow stream in the snow 
the branches scraping against the window the birdlegs scraping against the window the sweat is streaming down
                 the heart the floor
                     the rupture pulse
               the lightning the fingers emerging through the noise the foxes rearing their h
your freckled body your violent fingers your holes all filled with autumn leaves the knife comes sliding through t
the glass the open cott                 then a coffin then a lit match in an attic
your body comes through the staticy screen your body comes like a           candle in the snow the w
your body comes through with dew on your fur and the building falls and your bones turn to dust and your eye 
            the tape the snow the
               or breathe or flurry or finger your blue skin adhering to
the moon your eye the bones and no night how the fluid comes in red on the walls and the axe it comes around t
           I see you in the hall I see your eyes clanging with metal and calling my name I see the 
bridges I see them falling          then we are in ice water and lose th
feeling in my skin my nails falling off the sausage toes the bile comes out the ribbons come out the retinal hollow
                    when she jumps s
       or break or split the ice the legs of the dog shaking in the snow the ruined fluid the page full of eyes th
deaden         shell with a hole the needled black the mountains of snow the faces in snow the
who          we swim the white the northern current the banks with fin
       with all the meat then coming out with all the limbs then interlocking wit
the wind the sc      the screeching the claws making lines in the oaken shell the
worms that come up through the soil and freeze and break apart your body coming close to me your body comin
              and over I am trying to find your body and find it with myself

BRIDGES          VERBERKMOES / CAIN

As my wife and I enter the hotel I try to explain what I meant when I said  
 It’s been a hard year. Bellboys shift around the lobby, pushing trollies, ushering guests in 
and out of elevators. Red-suited, solemn, they appear or vanish down musty hallways 
 I tell the concierge 
                                         It’s been a hard year 
                                                         He nods and says, we have a room for that  
                                                                                                                     
                              No, I mean actually hard. I mean hard like steel, like steel girders 
 
A bellboy leads us through a twine of elevators and hallways to our room. He’s offered to carry 
my suitcase, but I prefer to drag it along myself. How can you trust anyone?                             
                                 Like steel girders, like bridges. The year was bridges, I say
 
The bellboy nods, says, We’ll get to work on it right away. Outside fat, clumsy snowflakes begin
 to fall. My suitcase is heavy 
 
Soon, nothing but snow out the windows. The storm is terribly quiet. The bellboy unlocks our 
room, turns on the TV, shows us where the bathroom is, the thermostat. He smoothes back my 
hair. I tell him, My wife is in this suitcase 
                                          We understand, he says 
 
Our room features the usual pacifying, pastel artwork nailed to the walls. We can hear muted 
classical music, the rattle of room service, a cautious knocking. The bellboys move as a network 
of signals in the noise. Open, close 
          
                              I answer, Like a drafty geometry of girders thrusting              
         upward and across 

On TV, there is a woman on the bridge. She crosses it every night on foot and always pauses 
over the water to watch the black flow. It might never stop 
 
The bellboy puts me to bed 
                                 It was a dark knit of steel and air, suspended, I tell him 
         
When she finally jumps, as we all knew she would, she doesn’t pierce the black water, this time  
doesn’t slip
              into its silk. The bellboys
       have made a human raft, legs and arms interlocked  
She lands, uninjured, on the their bellies 
                     It’s just part of the service here, he says   
 
An impatient guest rings a call bell over and over 


